
 



 













 

 

 



(1) ROLL NUMBER

(28) ANY OTHER COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF CIVIL 

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT/COLLEGE 

178w5a0101 Need more placement opportunities

168W1a0164

Scholarship  section does not  responding  properley   they does not give respect  to 

the students  and parents. Pls take care 

168W1A0167 Provide as many as field trips and improve the facilities regarding sports.

168W1A01C6

Pursuing 4/4 btech,Civil-C class room broad isn't clearly visible. It's  an issue occuring 

due to the direct reflection occuring from the ventilator I req. Kindly to clear the 

issue. It will be helpful for our future students. And since we have a online platform 

Moodle, I request our department to use Moodle upto date and to interact with the 

students from moodle.

168W1A0165 More practical and field knowledge should be delivered

168W1A0170

If every subject was taught in labs by showing models or prototypes that may 

increase the rate of interest in students as every student may not have necessary 

imagination power.

168W1A0180

Better remove 2 sem in first year and start teaching civil engineering from that point, 

which creats space for learning more number of core coarses at the end semesters

168W1A01D7

Site visitation of ongoing construction of a building during the subjects like D.C.S, S.S 

will be nice

168w1a0191

The only comment is about to encourage more field trips by the department to 

enhance the more knowledge regarding to the field of the subject. We civil 

engineering graduates wants the more practical knowledge. Faculty should try to 

make the class interesting for the students with their teaching techniques.

168W1A0193

Please decrease the number of internals so that we can concentrate on final sem 

exam

168W1A0194 The semester exams should be conducted with the reduction of our syllabus 

168W1A0115

Placements and one more computer room and prepare students well before for 

placements

168W1A0133

Making students to learn practical knowledge by taking to the sites and making 

students to do ppt by their own and give presentation Infront the peers to overcome 

fear and tension during the interviews and assign marks to the presentation instead 

of writing home assignment for 5marks it is worth less since every student completes 

it by copying or giving it to others to complete it......

168w1a01f8

Department has to encourage more field trips 

The job oriented course implementation is very good and it gave an idea about 

reality in civil engineering and it helped in gaining practical knowledge 

178W5A0121

More Problem oriented and Practical oriented curriculum ,more effective teaching in 

core subjects.



168W1A0137

Department of Civil was IMPECCABLE :) ..

The only drawback I've been facing from last few semesters is "unfair evaluation of 

semester end papers specifically some subjects" ...Due to which a civil engineering 

student facing more trouble in bagging the top in entire college... 

If possible, please send the soft copy of our exam paper when applied for revaluation 

..so that we can show the fault in evaluation..Please take this issue seriously... Hope 

this problem will have its solution soon.

Warm Regards,

M. Sai Tejas.

178W5A0132

I suggest that there should be more focus on the practical learning instead of 

theoretically learning program only itself.

168W1A01G7

Try to teach the modern techniques and practically used methods for any problem in 

the construction 

168W1A0146 More opportunities for campus placements and increase the number of companies

168W1A0148

Practical way of teaching has to be developed so that student can understand what is 

going on in the field . There should be atleast one site visition for month.

168W1A0151 Increase the placement opportunities

168W1A01B2 Encourage student to interact in societal problems

168W1A01H8 Improve on pratical knowledge with comparing to theory.. 

168W1A0157

Please increase site visits and also include an industrial tour either at the end of third 

year or in final year.

Except in auditorium, library and reading room, wifi is very poor in campus. So 

please, improve this facility too.

Please make employees in administrative block behave politely and to be  

answerable to parents and students.

When it rains water is stagnated in some areas in boys parking which makes walking 

very difficult and slippery.

168W1A01H9

Comparing to IT people we civil engineering students are given less priority by the 

placement cell as many of the companies there are bringing, are from IT sector
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Figure 1 Academic Program 

3.1 The Courses offered covers basic sciences, core and breadth effectively 

3.2 The Courses offered allow for a good balance between theory and practice 

3.3 The program encourages student to communicate, collaborate and perform team work 

3.4 The program integrates current trends relevant to the field of study 

3.5 The program allows students to identify, formulate, design and implement solutions to the 

societal problems  

3.6 Faculty delivered the course content effectively and monitored learning process 

effectively 

3.7 Faculty provided helpful guidance and counselling on academic and career prospects 

3.8 Assignments and Examinations reflected the syllabi of the course and the evaluation was 

fair 

3.9 Many opportunities outside the classroom for interaction with peers and faculty 

3.10 Program gives the necessary foundation for the placement and higher education 

3.11 Program has the provision to enhance life skills and self-learning 
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Figure 2 Institutional Resources and Services 

4.1 The central library has adequate number of books, magazines, journals and access to 

digital resources such as course material, e-books and library subscriptions is available 

through internet/intranet 

4.2The central facilities such as computing centre and sports are available up to student 

satisfaction.  

4.3 Sufficient space and resources are available to meet the requirements of the program 

4.4 The administrative support and scholarship assistance are provided 

4.5 The institute provides necessary training and sufficient opportunities for campus 

placement 

4.6 The institute encourages co-curricular and extra- curricular activities. 
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ACTIONS TAKEN: 2018-19 

 

 

 Labs are be available for students throughout the day for practice 

 Gate and other competitive exams guidance and coaching with in-house 

faculty are provided 

 soft skill training programs are given by training and placement cell 

 Interactions with industry persons are arranged 
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FEED BACK SUGGESTIONS: 2018-19 

 

 

 Labs should be available for students throughout the day for practice 

 Increase number of elective courses 

 Increase more number of fieldtrips for better understanding of practical 

exposure  

 Gate and other competitive exams guidance need to be provided 

 Improve soft skill training programs 

 Interactions with industry persons for more practical exposure 

 Need to improve the practical approach  to technical problems 

 Introduce  global certification program for software trainings 
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ACTIONS TAKEN: 2017-18 

 

 

 Latest lab equipment is procured every year. 

 Industry offered courses are conducted with prominent persons from 

industries to get practical approach 

 Remedial classes are conducted to improve more pass percentage in 

core subjects 

 Autodesk Rivet software training program conducted for third and 

fourth year students  

 Soft skill training programs are conducted by training and placement 

department 
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FEED BACK SUGGESTIONS: 2017-18 

 

 

 Labs facilities should be improved 

 Increase more number of fieldtrips for better understanding of practical 

exposure  

 Extra classes for core subjects to score high 

 More software training programs 

 Interactions with industry persons  

 Need to improve the practical approach  to technical problems 
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